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Uniform reminder
Dear Parent/Carer,
I want to take the opportunity to remind you about our high uniform expectations.
Over the past two weeks it has become evident that a minority of children are relying on
our spare items from the office on a daily basis. This wastes valuable learning time and
shows that a minority of families are not supporting one of our policies.
At the academy, we are aware that things can happen with uniform so provide spare items
that can be used for a day. We then expect the matter to be resolved and the missing or
incorrect item addressed for the next day. For example, if your child’s shoes split it is not
reasonable to say that it will be sorted over the holidays when there are plenty of days left
in the term.
Our policy clearly states the expectations and it is attached to the reverse of this letter for
your information. I must make it clear that children who do not follow the uniform policy will
be kept in at their break times. Our policy also states that repeat offenders will also miss
out on the half term reward time. We do not want to put these consequences in place but
have to so that it is fair to all.
I would like to thank the vast majority of parents who support our uniform policy and help
us to be smart every day. If your child does have issues with uniform items please address
it before children return to the academy on 4/1/16 so that learning time is not affected and
your child does not miss out on the various rewards we have at the academy.
Thank you for your support with the matter.
Yours sincerely,

Mr Pattison
Principal
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